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Design Principles

In this worksheet you are going to learn about design principles.

In this worksheet you will find design principles and best practices.

Grid Systems

Grid systems are a framework for your website design. They allow you to balance 

unique page designs and consistency e�ortlessly.

Grid systems are like invisible rulers that run vertically across your website design. 

They scale and stretch to fit di�erent device sizes and screen widths responsively.

The grid system helps you to organise your content and give the overall design a 

consistent and connected feel.

Your visitors will never see the grids but they will feel them, they create a sense of 

flow and harmony in your designs you cannot achieve without one.

I advise to use the Foundation Grid system from Zurb, it is responsive ready so it 

will work on all your devices and has many options for more ambitious layouts.
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Visual hierarchy

You all want clean, intuitive website designs. With information that is easy to scan 

and understand. This technically is known as ‘Visual Hierarchy’.

Visual hierarchy suggests there is a correct order to view information in, a kind of 

narrative or journey through the content, with a beginning middle and end.

The information is organized based on importance, that’s hierarchy.

The best visual hierarchy leads the visitor through the storyline first before asking 

for a conversion.

You create visual hierarchy by using simple design principles such as size, contrast, 

color, proximity, alignment and repetition.

You can also use page scanning patterns. Studies have shown that visitors tend to 

scan a page first to get a sense of whether they want to read it. These scanning 

patterns generally fall into two patterns, ‘F’ and ‘Z’.

F pattern
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F-patterns traditionally come from long form text pages like blog posts. The visitors 

scan down the left hand side and stop at left aligned headings or interesting sec-

tions.

You can leverage this by using short bolded headers or whitespace to grab atten-

tion and break up text content.

Z-patterns are a more common way to digest any web page.

You can leverage Z-patterns by placing your most important information in the cor-

ners of your web page and second tier information along the bars at the top and 

bottom of the fold.

The fold is the the top section of the website visitors see when landing on your 

page.

Historically people have believed it is important to have your call to action above 

the fold as people ‘don’t scroll’.

Research has shown this to be untrue however, I believe the fold is irrelevant. What 

is important is the information that precedes the call to action and how persuasive it 

is.
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Does it motivate the visitor enough to take action, this has little to do with position-

ing of your call to action or the fold.

There have been instances of the call to action performing better at both the top 

and the bottom of pages designs.

Focus on the information your visitor receives before being asked to take your call 

to action.

Is it motivating enough?

Axis of interaction

The axis of interaction is an imaginary line your eyes follow when looking at a web 

page design.

Your eye follows this line until it is interrupted, much like using the ‘F’ pattern we 

discussed earlier.

This is perfect for the conversion focused designer, if you use this principle you can 

place objects along the axis and know visitors will be more likely to see the object 

(like a call to action) and therefore increase their chances of clicking on it.

So next time you ask yourself where you should place your call to action, find the 

edges to your design, follow your axis of interaction and find a natural interruption 

in the messaging.
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Call To Action Design

A common myth in conversion design is the testing of di�erent colours for button 

designs. From my experience and from studying countless case studies I’ve learnt 

you want to focus again on the visual hierarchy and in this instance using the simple 

design principle of contrast.

It is not the button color that changes the conversion rate, but instead how much 

the button contrasts with the rest of the design.

With this in mind make sure you choose a color for your call to action that is not one 

of your core brand colors.

See how when we change the call to action here on the Kissmetrics page design 

from the branded color to a contrasting color it stand out much more and moves 

higher in the visual hierarchy.

However make sure that the messaging is communicated to the visitor before 

asking for the call to action, therefore your H1 and H2 should be above your call to 

action in the visual hierarchy. 

Don’t forget, there are no hard and fast rule for every website, each website is 

di�erent and requires its own testing as always.
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UI Kit

A UI Kit is a collection of elements used for user interface design. A UI Kit shows 

how each di�erent type of element will look like within a consistent design lan-

guage and across di�erent devices.

Here are a list of example elements:

• Typography

• Forms and form elements

• Navigation elements

• Sliders

• Buttons

• Progress bars

• Lists

• Widgets

The value of a UI Kit is consistency throughout your website design. Not only does 

this improve the feel of the website it also improves the usability.

By making all element types consistent users only have to learn one way to com-

plete a task or interact with an element type.

This reduces the learnability and improves the rememberability of your website 

design.

Basically your website is easier to use.

Remember, ‘Usable’ is part of the conversion hierarchy your learnt in module one 

and should therefore be considered in your designs.

Again you can use the Foundation System or I also recommend the StartUp Frame-

work from Designmodo.
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